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BP4Apps Learning

Comprehensive process and application knowledge
With Horus BP4 Learning, the user or application expert receives an easy-to-use knowledge-based system, which is 
obtained as a service from the Horus Public Cloud. The Horus Knowledge Explorer provides comprehensive business 
process knowledge for the relevant Oracle application modules. The access for the users is target group oriented and 
related to the respective purpose of use. This also applies to the possibilities for invaluable knowledge exchange within 
the company.

Components of the knowledge product BP4 Learning
An extensive knowledge base is the core of Horus BP4 Learning and allows the user a profound insight into the func-
tional structures of Oracle Cloud Applications.This knowledge base consists of easily comprehensible, logically linked 
models that provide different perspectives on the user-relevant aspects of Oracle Cloud Applications.

The core consists of the following modeling components:

• Blended learning

• Modern course management & participation administration

• Mobile access to learning content

• Manager self-service for control and progress monitoring

• Reporting

Oracle 
Learning Cloud

Comprehensive knowledge models for technical structures of 
the Oracle Learning Cloud

Enormous competitive advantages through personalized and multimedia training
As part of the Talent Management Cloud, the Learning Cloud is an intelligent system for the further training of 
employees and enables them to react faster to changes in the business environment, increase productivity and share 
knowledge through different communities. The solution integrates traditional, formal, policy-based learning with 
modern, social, and informal learning to create tremendous competitive advantages. Personalized, multimedia 
training content can be accessed anywhere, anytime. Managers can assign learning tasks to their employees and then 
track learning progress. Embedding learning in other HCM Cloud applications also ensures that trainings take place in 
the context of the relevant business processes.
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